For the changing needs of your data center…

What does downtime
		

cost your business?

When data center downtime means lost business,
eVOLVE is your lifeline. eVOLVE works with you to
plan, design, build and maintain a cost-effective
infrastructure solution for your mission-critical IT and
business needs. As you grow, your needs change –
and this is where we step in – involve eVOLVE .

A partner for the lifecycle of

your data center.

eVOLVE is dedicated to delivering support throughout

offer continued proactive preventative maintenance

the lifecycle of your data center. Offering a single

and monitoring services to eLERT™ you at the

point of contact, we serve you from site auditing

first sign of a potential problem. Not only do

all the way through to project completion. And our

we protect you from unexpected downtime, we

commitment doesn’t stop there. Even while your

guide you through the uncertainty of change.

data center is functioning at peak performance, we

From site planning to site monitoring, eVOLVE
secures your data center in a foundation of
reliability, mitigating risk and ensuring you a good
night’s sleep. We concern ourselves with proactive
maintenance, maximizing uptime, connectivity and
communication so you can focus on running your
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business and stop losing sleep over data center
operations.

In today’s marketplace, a sound IT infrastructure
serves as the foundation for successful business
operations. Our ability to adapt today’s technologies
to the unique requirements of your organization
ensures that your foundation is strong. Balancing
a robust, powerful infrastructure with unmatched IT
ingenuity, eVOLVE provides support for the lifecycle
of your data center.

We will be there

when you need us.

The eVOLVE Design-Build Process

saves you time and money.
eVOLVE provides turn-key solutions. We coordinate everything so you don’t have to. Plus,
why pay the additional markup typical of the traditional inter-vendor coordination chain? By
bundling project elements under one vendor, eVOLVE streamlines the process for you, improving
cost efficiency and quality control.
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Why choose

eVOLVE?

•

Turnkey Delivery – one contract for entire scope of work.

•

Full-Service Capabilities – comprehensive IT services complement the physical 			
infrastructure capability to provide a full range of data center services.

•

Single Point of Contact – ensures accountability and ease of operation.

•

Cost Savings – the design-build process reduces middle-man mark-ups to
save you money.

•

24/7 Monitoring – eLERT™ keeps an electronic eye on your critical systems
for your peace of mind.

•

Nationwide Scope – eVOLVE serves clients throughout the country.

eVOLVE’s proprietary eLERT™ Monitoring System
takes the pressure off and allows you to remotely monitor your critical
infrastructure assets via the internet. It offers:
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Critical Power

•   Centralized Monitoring
•   Automatic Alarm Notification
•   Continuous Data Trending
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Dedicated Cooling

•   At-A-Glance System Status
•   Alarm History

Rack Configuration

•   CCTV Capability

Physical Security

•   Custom Floor Plans
•   Custom Electrical Onelines
•   Custom Mechanical Diagrams
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Case Study – Independent

School District

Problem:

A Local Independent School District

needed to implement a new SAN over the summer months to support
new projects for the upcoming school year. New hardware was
specified and ordered to be installed prior to commencement of
the new school year. With the order placed, the site pre-inspection
revealed that the existing infrastructure was inadequate to support
the electrical load, cooling demand and physical space requirements
of the new hardware. Tight budget, compressed schedule, limited
space and a complicated relocation dictated an efficient, cost
effective solution.

Solution:

eVOLVE analyzed the options then

designed and implemented a new data center support infrastructure,
consisting of critical back-up power, dedicated-redundant cooling
and a new floor plan that maximized usable area within the data
center.

Result:

Within

a

30-day

window,

eVOLVE

engineered, permitted and implemented a solution that met the
timeline and increased capacity for future growth by 200%. The
customer had a fully commissioned and operational facility to
support their new data center requirements prior to the beginning
of the new school year.
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